Sharing the Gospel with a Friend
INTRODUCTION

There is a new approach Church members can take when they invite a friend to meet with missionaries. This approach can work locally in face-to-face interactions or remotely using technology.

The following slides illustrate the new approach.
A Church member lives in Taiwan, and her friend lives in the USA. She invites him to meet with missionaries and he agrees to be contacted.
She refers her friend to the missionaries via the LDS Tools app or LDS.org.
To refer her friend, she taps Missionary.
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Refer a Friend
Refer a friend to the missionaries.
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and taps here to create a new referral.
She enters her friend’s contact information,
We've been friends for years and have talked about the gospel quite a bit. Now he is excited to meet with missionaries. I'd love to join the lessons!
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adds a message for the assigned missionaries, and then taps SEND.
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and can check if her friend has been contacted.
If needed, she can access the contact information for priesthood leaders and the mission office where her friend lives.
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She can view the meeting time and location of the ward where her friend lives.
She can also refer her friend on LDS.org.
She’ll have an experience similar to that on the LDS Tools app.
Her friend is assigned as a referral to the local missionaries in the USA.
The missionaries contact the Church member as soon as possible, and together they plan the best way to help her friend learn the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The missionaries then contact the friend to introduce themselves, and to arrange a meeting.
The missionaries also invite the Church member to participate in the meetings by phone or video chat, if practical.
She continues to support her friend between visits with the missionaries. She listens, answers questions, and bears testimony.
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